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1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Since English has obtained an increasingly important status as the first choice medium

for international communication nowadays, it is no longer only the language of

Anglo-American native speakers. Because of globalization, English is acquired by

people from all over the world as their second language ‘ESL’ or foreign language

‘EFL’. Alongside RP and General American as the reference accents, there are many

local varieties of English in ESL and EFL countries. Every variety of English has its

unique features of pronunciation which differ from the standard. Those features are

accepted by a certain population of speakers and form their local standard accent.

Since there is a huge population of English speakers in China, people have become

aware of the emergence of Chinese English as a new variety of English. Many studies

\have been done to describe and analyze the distinct features of the Chinese accent of

English. He and Li (2009, 70) explained the reason for studying Chinese English:

Mainland China has the largest English speaking population in the world. It seems inevitable that
the tremendous number of people learning and speaking English will naturally lead to a distinctive
Chinese variety of English, ‘China English’.

As outlined by Deterding (2006), the most salient features of Chinese pronunciation

of English are for instance the extra vowel after word final stops as /ænd�/ for and,

and the substitution of /s/ for /�/ as /s��k/ for think, etc.

Because Chinese English has become a unique variety of English, it signifies

the identity of Chinese people in the English-speaking world. In other words, the

distinctive features of the Chinese accent of English can reveal the identity of a

Chinese person. These distinctive features are generally standardized into stereotypes

of Chinese English. Since there are an increasing number of Chinese characters in
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American TV series, stereotypes of the Chinese accent are applied to portray the

characters as their language identity. Many actors with other accents of English

imitate the Chinese accent by following those stereotypes in order to play a Chinese

role. However, little previous study has been done to analyze the stereotypical

Chinese accent of English. The stereotypical Chinese accent is different from the

natural speech of Chinese speakers. It is important to study the stereotypes of the

Chinese accent, to be able to distingish between the stereotypical accent and the

authentic accent of Chinese English speakers. The stereotypical accent of Chinese

English in American TV series is a extreme, over-standardized version of the Chinese

accent which is different from real Chinese pronunciation.

In this thesis, there will be a description of features in stereotype of Chinese

accent firstly. Secondly, a comparative study between the stereotyped accent and the

real accent of Chinese English will be done to show the differences. The term Chinese

English in the paper refers to accents of both Mandarin speakers and Cantonese

speakers.

The speeches of two characters from two different American TV series 24 and

Eli Stone are analyzed. The analysis will go through several sections concerning the

real language identity of the actor, the American stereotype of Chinese English, and

the differences from authentic Chinese English. My pronunciation is recorded as an

example of real Chinese English. It is used to compare the stereotypical pronunciation.

An authentic accent or real accent refers the natural pronunciation of a speaker in this

essay.
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1.11.11.11.1 AimAimAimAim

The aim of this paper is to analyze features of stereotypical Chinese English and

distinguish between the stereotypical accent and the real Chinese accent.

2.2.2.2. TheoreticalTheoreticalTheoreticalTheoretical BackgrondBackgrondBackgrondBackgrond

To analyze the steretypical Chinese accent in American TV series, both General

American and Chinese pronunciation are important. There are many previous studies

have been done to describe American and Chinese accents.

2.12.12.12.1 GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral AmericanAmericanAmericanAmerican

As defined by Wells (1982), General American refers to the majority of American

accents without regional characteristics. The term has been applied to two thirds of

the American population. General American has vowels /�, �, �, �, æ, i, u. o, �, �, �/

and diphthongs /e�, ��, a�, a�/. There is also an unstressed schwa /�/.

If we compare with another reference accent RP, General American has an

important difference which is that the distinctive length of vowel is lost, discussed by

Wells (1982). Vowels in General American are differentiated by quality rather than

length. For instance, /i/ in General American corresponds to /i:/ in RP as sheet; /�/

corresponds to /�:/ for large; /æ/ corresponds to /�:/ as well for bath; /�/ replaces /�:/

as in thought; /u/ is used instead of /u:/ for shoe. In the environment following /r/, RP

long vowels as /�:/ and /�:/ for core and nurse are lowered and centralised into /�/ and

/�/. Accordingly, the length of vowel is not important. Further considering the use of

/æ/ instead of RP /�:/ for bath, Wells (1982) said this is a very striking characteristic

of American pronunciation.
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Moreover, there is another important characteristic of General American in

vowels which is refered as LOT Unrounding, explained by Wells (1982). The

speakers of GA have an unrounded vowel /�/ instead of /�/ in words like lot and

bother.

In addition, according to Wells (1982), most Americans do not have any

centring-diphthong as /��/, /��/ and /e�/ in their vowel system for here, pure and hair.

In the environment of following /r/, there is an absence of /�/ and a presence of /r/.

Therefore, centring-diphthongs as /��/, /��/ and /e�/ in RP become monophthongs

preceding /r/, respectively as /�r/, /�r/ and /�r/.

Finally, there are some other typical features of American pronunciation within

the vowel system. For example, the use of /e�/ instead of /�:/ for tomato; For coat,

diphthong /��/ is replaced by /o/; General American /�/ is opener than the

corresponding RP /e/ for let; /�/ in General American is a centralized back vowel

whereas in RP it is open central.

Besides vowels, there are also many typical features of General American

within consonants. First of all, there is a notable difference in the realization of /t/

from other accents. According to Wells (1982), General American has a voiced tap

/�/ rather than voiceless plosive /t/ in words as better, waiting and at all. This is said

in Wells (1982) to be the one of the most striking characteristics of the American

accent. It sounds like /d/ rather than /t/, seems to be a result of the neutralization of the

opposition between /t,d/. In fact, Wells (1982) explained that /t/ is realized as a voiced

tap /�/ while /d/ is still /d/. The difference between them is the rate of articulation
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which is the duration of the alveolar contact. The duration is shorter for /�/ than for

/d/. The /�/ is a rapid tap rather than a more deliberate plosive and it is voiced. It

occurs when /t/ is in the intervocalic environment, either word internally or across

word boundaries. Wells (1982) also noted that the preceding segment must be a

sonorant such as a vowel, liquid or nasal, and the following element must not be a

consonant other than the dark /l/. Thus, T-tapping is a distinctive feature in General

American pronunciation.

Secondly, the syllable-final /r/ sound remains in General American whereas /r/

disappeared in many accents such as RP. As mentioned above, in the environment of

following /r/, long vowels as /�:/, /�:/ and /�:/ for core, nurse and large are lowered

and shortened into /�/, /�/ and /�/. As mentioned above, in the same environment,

there is an absence of /�/ and a presence of /r/ in centring-diphthongs as /��/, /��/ and

/e�/. They become respectively /�r/, /�r/ and /�r/. The presence of /r/ is another

important feature of American English.

Third, General American does not have clusters as /tj, dj, sj, nj/ neither in words

nor at words boundaries. In General American, between alveolar /t/, /d/, /s/ or /n/ and

following /u/ or /�/, there is not a /j/. Instead, in certain environment, American

speakers tend to produce for instance an affricate /t�/ corresponding to the /tj/ in

words like situate /sit�ueit/; for graduate /græd���t/, there is a voiced affricate /d�/

rather than /dj/; for issue, it is pronounced as /���/ instead of /�sju:/. According to

Wells (1982), it is called a Yod Coalescence. In each of these cases an alveolar

consonant has coalesced with the following palatal semivowel /j/ to produce a
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palatao-alveolar as in /t�/, /d�/ and /�/. Considering the use of the palatal semivowel /j/,

it remains after labials and velars as in beauty and cute.

Furthermore, Hu and Lindermann (2008) discussed the fact that word final

stops are often unreleased by native speakers. The distinction between voiced and

voiceless stops is maintained by the tenseness of the preceding vowel, which is more

tensed if the stop is voiced. For example, in colloquial language, /�/ in kid tends to be

realized longer than in kit.

Moreover, there are many assimilations, elisions and simplifications in

American pronunciation. Word-final alveolars such as /t,d,n,s,z/ often assimilate to

the place of following word-initial consonant in casual speech. Cruttenden (2008)

called this de-alveolarization. De-alveolarization is the process of a change in place of

articulation from alveolar to other places. It is most common at word boundaries. The

examples of de-alveolarization are most likely with /t/. Word-final /t/ can become

dental since it is influenced by following /�/ for meet them /mi� ��m/. /t/ can also be

replaced by bilabial /p/ before /b/ for that ball /�æp b�l/.

Except for assimilation, there is also elision. For example when three

consonants are adjacent to each other at word boundaries, the consonant in the middle

may be elided. It is common with word-final clusters in the enviroment of a following

word-initial consonant. Cruttenden (2008) said the alveolar stops /t,d/ are the most

common consonants to appear in the second position of the word-final cluster. They

are often elided in the sequence that voiceless +t or voiced+d, e.g. the best day /�� b�s

de�/ and demand better pay /d�mæn b�t�r pe�/. There is also an elision of /t/ in
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negative expression /nt/ for don’t be late /don b� le�t/. Another important feature in

native accent within connected speach is that there is a very simplified form across

word boundaries such as wanna /w�n�/ for want to and kinda /ka�nd�/ for kind of.

2.22.22.22.2 ChineseChineseChineseChinese AccentAccentAccentAccent

There is another very important accent we need to discuss which is the Chinese accent.

There are two main accents in China. One is the accent of Mandarin speakers on the

China mainland. Another one is the accent of Cantonese speakers in Hong Kong. The

two accents have different features due to the difference between Mandarin and

Cantonese. The accent of Mandarin speakers is analyzed by Deterding (2006), while

the Hong Kong accent is analyzed by Bolton (2003).

In Hong Kong, as a former territory of Great Britain, Received Pronunciation is

used as the standard pronunciation in language education. Even though the target

language in Hong Kong is RP, as noted by Bolton (2003), there is only a small

minority of local children close to the norm. Meanwhile, there is a local variety of

English which is called Hong Kong English. Bolton (2003) said Hong Kong English

differs from RP and has been accepted by the Hong Kong majority as their local

standard of English. Melchers (2003) also mentioned that:

English is used widely as a medium in the education and legal systems and to deal with
international business, and is becoming localized. Thirty eight percent of people in Hong Kong know
and use English. However, it is closer to a foreign language variety.

According to Bolton (2003), within the vowel system, there is lack of contrast

between /�/ and /i/ and the tendency to use a longer /i/ for both, especially when there

is a word final /�/ for example /hæpi/ for happy. Jenkins (2003) discussed that Chinese

tend to lengthen final vowels. Secondly, /æ/ is frequently replaced by a more closed
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/�/. Next, there is a substitution of shorter /�/ for /u/. Another feature of Hong Kong

English is that unstressed schwa /�/ is stressed and given a fuller value as /�/ in

/f�mili�/, or as /�/ in /græm�/. It is one of the most typical features of all Chinese

accents.

Among consonants, there are more features than vowels. The first one is the

replacement of /�/ by /f/ as in /fi�ks/. Secondly, /�/ is replaced by /d/ in initial position

as in /de�/ for they or by /v/ in final position as in /w�v/ for with. Thirdly, /v/ is often

replaced by /w/. e.g. /d�wa�/ for divide, or by /f/ in for example wave. Fourth, /�/

sometimes is realized as /s/ for /��gl�s/. Fifth, there is lack of distinction between /l/

and /r/ or /n/ in syllable initial position. Sixth, dark /l/ is vocalized into /o/ as in /w�o/

for will. Next, there is a glottalisation of final /t/ and /d/ as in /n�� ���/ for not good.

Furthermore, word final voiceless stops /p/, /t/, and /k/ are often unreleased. Other

word final consonants can also be omitted as in /d�wa�/ and /sku/ for school. As noted

in Hu and Lindermann(2008), the deleted word final sounds are stereotypical features

of Cantonese English. Cantonese stops in word final position are unreleased, even

when the word is spoken in citation form. Melchers (2003) explained that Cantonese

typically has few consonants clusters and few possible final consonants.

Chinese Mandarin speakers also have very distinctive accent. Chinese people

speak English as a foreign language, EFL. Chinese English speakers normally take

either Received Pronunciation or General American as a target pronunciation. Wells

(1982) discussed that RP is generally accepted as the standard accent of English

people and General American is the type of American English pronunciation taught to
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learners of English as a foreign langauge. According to He and Li (2009), both

teachers and learners of English in China are in favor of adopting standard English.

However, Chinese pronunciation of English differs from reference norms affected by

the mother language. Chinese English, as mentioned in He and Li (2009), is defined

as the English used by the Chinese people in China based on Standard English and

having Chinese characteristics.

Deterding (2006) has outlined many unique features of Chinese English. The

most distinctive feature of Chinese English is the extra final vowel after word final

plosives, especially before another word beginning with a consonant. It distinguishes

Chinese English from most other varieties of English. It is a significant stereotype of

Chinese English. The extra vowel is usually a schwa /�/. For example, but with final

plosive /t/ may be pronunced as /b�t�/ by Chinese speakers. Deterding (2006)

explained that Standard Chinese, which is Mandarin, does not allow final plosives.

Therefore, Chinese speakers tend to add an audible extra vowel to final plosives.

However, it does not often occur in sentence final position. The sentence final word is

like the isolated word. Chinese English learners remember words in isolation.

Therefore, Chinese speakers are more careful with sentence final words.

Another unique feature is the realization of reduced vowels especially in

function words. In American English, reduced vowels occur in two evironments. One

is the unstressed syllables of multisyllabic words as convergence /k�nv�rd��ns/;

Another is the weak form of monosyllabic function words such as to, of and and.

Chinese English speakers often realize the reduced vowel by a full vowel in weak
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forms of function words. Deterding (2006) gave the explanation that schwa never

occurs in the citation form of function words. Because Chinese learners commonly

pronounce a word based on its citation form, the full vowel in the strong form of

function words is more likely to be realized than the reduced vowel in unstressed

function words. There is another explantion from He and Li (2009). It is mentioned

that Chinese is a syllable-timing language. As influenced by the mother tongue,

Chinese speakers tend to pronunce English words with syllable-timing. As a result,

every syllable in a speech is stressed evenly. There are no unstressed function words,

so there are no reduced vowels.

The next typical Chinese pronuciation is the substitution for dental fricatives /�/

and /�/. The voiceless dental fricative /�/ is often replaced by the voiceless alveolar

fricative /s/ as with /w�s/. In words like that, a voiced alveolar fricative /z/ is realized

instead of dental /�/ as /zæt/.

There is also the substitution for voiced fricative /v/. The syllable initial /v/ is

replaced by /w/ like gravitate /græw�te�t/, and /f/ is produced instead of /v/ in syllable

final position for wave /we�f/.

L-vocalization is a common feature of Chinese English. The dark /l/ is realized

as a close back vowel /o/ for while /wa�o/. However, it is not likely to distinguish

Chinese English from other accents since it is a common development of English

nowadays. According to Wells (1982), L-vocalization seems likely that it will become

entirely standard in English. Dark /l/ is only vocalized as /o/ when it is followed by a

word beginning with a consonant, not at word boundaries with beginning vowels.
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In Standard Chinese, the close vowel /�/ can not occur at the start of a syllable.

Therefore, for English words like English, the word initial /�/ must be preceded by a

glide /j/. The glide before initial /�/ is a very typical feature of Chinese English. Even

proficient speakers often insert /j/ before word initial /�/ as /j��gl��/

Furthermore, Jenkins (2003) also mentioned some more characteristics of

Chinese English, for example a lack of distinction between /r/ and /l/.

3.3.3.3. MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology andandandand DataDataDataData

American TV series 24 and Eli Stone are selected because there are Chinese

characters whose accents are not the real accents of their actors. In 24, the Chinese

character is Cheng Zhi, a Chinese official. His discourse in the program is recorded as

a sample of Chinese English. The actor in this role is Tzi Ma. He speaks fluent

English and Cantonese. His real pronunciation is recorded from an interview. Another

actor is James Saito, a native speaker of English. His role in Eli Stone is Dr. Chen, a

native American who pretend to be a Chinese doctor. His American accent and fake

Chinese accent are both recorded from the programme. The two actors are American

speakers. To analyze their language identity, American pronunciation is used as the

reference variety. The analysis of both the stereotypical and the authentic Chinese

accent of English will be based on the description of Chinese English and Hong Kong

English. The discourses in which stereotypical Chinese English is found are re-read

by me and recorded. My pronunciation is selected as a typical Chinese accent of

English. All language data are analyzed in the form of phonetic transcription. The

stereotypical Chinese accent of each actor is compared firstly with his real accent,
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later with my pronunciation of the same discourse. Language features of different

accents are listed and compared in tables.

4.4.4.4. DataDataDataData AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis andandandand ResultsResultsResultsResults

4.14.14.14.1 LanguageLanguageLanguageLanguage IdentitiesIdentitiesIdentitiesIdentities ofofofof AAAActorsctorsctorsctors

To perform Chinese characters in the programme, American actors use fake accents

of English based on their stereotypes of Chinese English pronunciation. In order to

distinguish the fake accents from the real, it is important to identify the actors’

authentic accents. There are two actors whose language identities are going to be

analyzed first. They are both American speakers. General American pronunciation is

applied as the reference accent for the analysis of their American accents, since Wells

(1982) said it is the most acceptable variety on the TV networks covering the whole

United States.

Many distinctive features of General American vowels are described by Wells

(1982) and discussed earlier. There are the loss of vowel length; the use of /æ/ instead

of RP /�:/ for bath; the LOT Unrounding development; the monophthongization of

diphthongs; the use of /e�/ instead of /�:/ for banana; the substitution of opener /�/ for

/e/; and the centralized back /�/. Those distinctive features concerning vowels are

found in both American actors’ speach. The first actor to be analyzed is James Saito.

He is an American native speaker born in California. The data of his real accent is

collected from American TV series Eli Stone. Another actor is Tzi Ma. He is also an

American speaker. However, he is not native. He was born in Hong Kong. His
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American accent is analyzed based on a film interview with him. Their pronunciation

of vowels are shown with examples in Table 1 below:

vowels James Saito Tzi Ma

� totally /totl�/ and beer /b�r/ remember /r�m�mb�/ and weird

/w�rd/

i mystique /m�stik/ and we /wi/ the strong form of the /�i/ and read

/rid/

� well /w�l/ and fairness /f�rniz/ egg /��/, there /��r/ and red /r�d/

� up /�p/ and acupuncture

/ækj�p��kt��r/

one /w�n/ and just /d��st/

� enlarged /�nl�rd�d/ and

philosophy /f�l�s�f�/

father /f���/ and gotta /g���/

� your /j�r/ and acupuncture

/ækj�p��kt��r/

look /l�k/ and situation /s�t��e��n/

u future /fjut��r/ and choose

/t�uz/

two /tu/, cool /kul/ and you /ju/

æ accent /æks�nt/ and happen

/hæp�n/

man /mæn/, task /tæsk/ and

gravitate /græv�te�t/

o holistic / hol�st�k/ and blows

/blos/

so /so/ and know /no/

� story /st�r�/ and unfortunately

/�nf�rt��n�tl�/

normally /n�rml�/ and because

/b�k�z/
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Table 1

From the table, some examples are shown missing, since some features are not

included in the selected speech. For instance, within Tzi Ma’s speech, the paired

sounds in the environment following /r/ as in /�r/ and /�r/ cannot be found. The

example of the substitution of /æ/ for / �:/ is not in Saito’s speech. Then the use of /e�/

instead of /�:/ as in banana cannot be found in both.

However, several typical characteristics of General American are found in both

their transcriptions. First of all, there is the loss of vowel length. For example, /i/ is

applied rather than /i:/ in mystique /m�stik/ by Saito and read /rid/ by Ma; /�:/ loses its

length mark as in enlarged /�nl�rd�d/ and father /f���/; /u:/ is replaced by /u/ for

choose /t�uz/ and cool /kul/; and /�/ is found instead of /�:/ in story /st�r�/ and because

/b�k�z/. The second important feature of General American is the use of /æ/ instead of

/�:/. It is found in Ma’s pronunciation as task /tæsk/. Third, the development of LOT

� firm /f�rm/ and attorney

/�t�rn�/

convergence /k�nv�rd��ns/ and

work /w�rk/

e� case /ke�s/ and explain

/�ksple�n/

play /ple�/ and great /gre�t/

�� joy /d���/ enjoy /�nd���/

a� buy /ba�/ and divine /d�va�n/ while /wa�l/ and right /ra�t/

a� now /na�/ and about /�ba�t/ about /�ba�t/ and how /ha�/

� vision /v���n/, divine /d�va�n/

and into /�nt�/

and /�n/, should /��d/ and particular

/p�tikj�l�/
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Unrounding is heard in philosophy /f�l�s�f�/ and gotta /g���/. Fourth, the centring

diphthongs as in /��/, /��/ and /e�/ are monophthongized into /�r/, /�r/ and /�r/ with

following /r/. It is found in such words as beer /b�r/, weird /w�rd/, fairness /f�rniz/,

there /��r/ and your /j�r/. Fifth, there is the substitution of opener /�/ for /e/ as found

in words like well /w�l/ and red /r�d/. Finally, the centralized back /�/ can be heard in

up /�p/ and just /d��st/. Furthermore, the schwa /�/ is found in unstressed function

words as in into /�nt�/ and and /�n/. These features of American accent are identified

in their speech.

Except vowels, the consonant system of American English also has many

distinctive features. Accordingly, the T-tapping, the presence of syllable-ending /r/,

Yod Coalescence, the unreleased word final stops, certain assimilations, elisions and

simplifications are important characteristics of American pronunciation. They are

shown with examples from the transcription of two actors’ pronunciation in Table 2

below:

James Saito Tzi Ma

The T-tapping /�/ matter /mæ��r/ gotta /g���/

meeting /mi���/

The presence of /r/ beer /b�r/

fairness /f�rniz/

enlarged /�nl�rd�d/,

acupuncture /ækj�p��kt��r/

your /j�r/

weird /w�rd/

there /��r/

normally /n�rml�/

convergence /k�nv�rd��ns/
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Table 2

It is shown in Table 2 that both two actors have many typical features of General

American concerning consonants in their pronunciation. They use the voiced tap /�/

rather than voiceless plosive /t/ in words as matter /mæ��r/ and meeting /mi���/. The

syllable-ending /r/ remains in many words as in beer /b�r/ and normally /n�rml�/. Yod

Coalescence is found in their speach for /d�/ and /t�/. There are examples like remind

you that you /r�ma�nd�u �æt�u/ and situation /s�t��e���n/. Moreover, word final /t/ is

sometimes unreleased as in eight /e�/ and what /w�/. /t/ is assimilated to the following

dental /�/ for felt that /f�l� �æt/ and to bilabial /p/ for want beer /w�mp b�r/. /t/ in the

middle of three adjacent consonants is often elided as in just mentioned this /d��s

m�n��n ��s/. /t/ is also elided in negative expression /nt/ in I don’t know /a� d�n no/.

unfortunately /�nf�rt��n�tl�/

firm /f�rm/

Yod Coalescence remind you that you

/r�ma�nd�u �æt�u/

situation /s�t��e���n/

said you /s�d�u/

The unreleased word

final stops

that /�æ/

eight /e�/

what /w�/

met / m�/

The assimilation want beer /w�np b�r/ felt that /f�l� �æt/

The elision named Frank / ne�m fræ�k/

I don’t know /a� d�n no/

can’t /kæn/

just mentioned this / d��s

m�n��n ��s/

The simplification gonna /��n�/ kinda /ka�nd�/
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Finally, there are simplifications in their pronunciation like gonna /��n�/ and kinda

/ka�nd�/. Examples above are all important characteristics concerning consonants in

the American accent which the two actors have.

Many distinctive features of General American are found in both Saito and

Ma’s pronuciation. Therefore, they can be identified as American speakers. However,

there are some differences between the two American speakers. Tzi Ma is a China

born American. He was born in Hong Kong. Therefore, a few features of Hong Kong

English remain in his pronunciation, although he speaks Amercian English.

The term Hong Kong English refers to the pronunciation of Cantonese speakers

in Hong Kong. Some distinctive features in Hong Kong English are identified in Ma’s

pronunciation. Since RP is the target pronunciation in Hong Kong, some RP features

can be found in his speech, for instance the r-dropping. Even though it was just

discussed that Ma as an American speaker keeps the /r/ sound in his pronunciation,

sometimes /r/ cannot be heard, especially in word final position preceded by /�/. There

are examples such as remember /r�m�mb�/ and father /f���/. Another evidence of his

Hong Kong accent is the lack of contrast between /�/ and /i/. Bolton (2003) said that

Hong Kong speakers tend to use /i/ for both. There is a clear /i/ instead of /�/ in his

pronunciation of really /rili/ where /�/ should be realized in the second syllable. There

is a comparison between Saito and Ma’s pronunciation of certain sounds in Table 3:

James Saito Tzi Ma

/r/ matter /mæ��r/ father /f���/

/�/ and /i/ totally /totl�/ really /rili/
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Table 3

Overall, James Saito and Tzi Ma are both identified as having General American

accents, since there are many examples of distinctive features of General American

that are found in their pronunciation. Being different from James Saito, Tzi Ma not

only has an American accent, but also has a little Hong Kong accent. Because his

speech in the interview is natural, features of Hong Kong accent can be considered as

part of his real accent rather than stereotypical accent. Knowing their language

identities is very important for analyzing their fake Chinese accent and stereotypes of

Chinese accent. The stereotypical accent cannot be recognized from their speech until

their real accents are identified.

4.24.24.24.2 StereotypesStereotypesStereotypesStereotypes ofofofof ChineseChineseChineseChinese EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish

This study is inspired by a conversation in American TV series Eli Stone. There is an

American character who pretends to be a Chinese doctor. He speaks a strange, fake

Chinese accent to his patients. Once he reveals his real very American accent to a

patient. The listener gets surprised and asks ‘What happened to your accent?’. It is

shown that his Chinese accent is identified with his Chinese doctor identity. Then

such a Chinese doctor suddenly speaking American English seems very surprising.

The important thing is that the character reveals his reason for pretending to have a

Chinese accent in the program. The reason is that when people go to a Chinese doctor,

they expect ‘a foreign accent’ as he said. The expectation reflects the listeners’

stereotypes of Chinese English speakers.
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American actors such as James Saito and Tzi Ma imitate a Chinese accent when

they perform Chinese characters. It is shown that the American pronunciation is their

real accent whereas the Chinese accent is not, even though Tzi Ma’s pronunciation

includes a few features of Hong Kong English. Their Chinese accents in the TV series

are based on stereotypes of Chinese English. Stereotypes of Chinese English are the

extreme version and standardization of distinctive features of Chinese accents.

Accordingly, Chinese accents, including Hong Kong English and Chinese English on

the mainland, have many distinctive features. Those features include for example L-

vocalization, the absence of word-final consonants, extra final vowels and the

substitution of /s/ for /�/, etc. Some typical features are found with examples in each

actor’s stereotypical Chinese accent. Those features they applied in the fake accent

which they do not have in real speech might be possible stereotypes of Chinese

accents. Certain features of stereotypical Chinese accent are compared to

corresponding features of the American accent in tables below, one for each actor.

The first actor to be analyzed is James Saito. His language features of both the

General American and Chinese stereotypical accent are compared in Table 4:

Chinese English Examples Examples General American

The substitution of

/f/ for /v/

have /hæf/ believe /b�liv/ /v/

The L-vocalization people /pipo/

needle /nido/

well /w�l/ /l/

The lack of distinct sorry /s�ri/ story /st�r�/ /�/
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Table 4

ion between /i/ and

/�/

very /v�ri/

The absence of

word-final

consonants

need /ni/

relax /rilæ/

close /klo/

must /m�s/

make /me�/

back /b�/

eight /e�/

don’t /d�n/

The absence of

word-final

consonants

The glottalisation

of final /t/ and /d/

good /g��/

not /n��/

got /g�t/

read /rid/

The final /t/ and /d/

The substitution of

/�/ for /�/

lawyer /l�j�/ lawyer /l�j�r/ /�/

The realization of

reduced vowels in

function words

to /tu/

for /f�r/

into /�nt�/ Reduced vowels in

function words

/æ/ being replaced

by /�/.

back /b�/ happen /hæp�n/ /æ/

The glide before /�/ impatient/j�mpe���n/ incense /�ns�ns/ /�/

The substitution of

/l/ for /r/

very /v�li/ story /st�r�/ /r/
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Features in the left column are typical characteristics of Chinese accents. Some

features come from Hong Kong English which are the lack of distinction between /i/

and /�/; the replacement of /æ/ by /�/; the realization of /�/ as /�/; the glottalisation of

final /t/ and /d/; and the deletion of word final consonants. The glide before initial /�/

is typical of the China mainland accent. Besides, the substitution of /f/ for /v/, the L-

vocalization, the realization of reduced vowels in function words and the lack of

distinction between /r/ and /l/ are all found in both Chinese accents. Those features

except the deletion of word final consonants do not have corresponding examples in

the right column. Although there are also some unreleased final stops in General

American, it is not the same situation. The deletion of final consonants in Hong Kong

English is entirely unconditional. There is an extreme version of elision of final

consonants in the TV show. It is a strong stereotype of Saito’s. Further, even though

L-vocalization is discussed as a common development of English, there is no example

found in Saito’s speech. It means that the speaker deliberatly used L-vocalization

based on his stereotype. Therefore, those features in the table are identified as

stereotypes of a Chinese accent. The elision of final consonants is the strongest one.

Secondly, there is an analysis of Tzi Ma’s stereotypical Chinese accent. The

comparison between his stereotypical accent of Chinese English and his own accent is

shown in Table 5:

China accent examples examples Ma’s accent

The substitution

of /i/ for /�/.

very /v�ri/ funny /f�n�/

really /rili/

/�/
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Table 5

Fron Table 5, six features of the Chinese accent are found with examples. The

substitution of /i/ for /�/ as in very /v�ri/ is a typical characteristic of Hong Kong

English. However, if we compare to Table 3, it also occurs in Ma’s real accent.

Therefore, it is not his stereotype of Chinese English. The remaining five features are

his stereotypes. Particularly, there is an extreme version of using stressed /�/ instead

of /�/ in the unstressed syllable. Meanwhile a lot of weak function words are realized

in the strong form. These two features are seen to be his strong stereotypes.

In comparison between Table 4 and 5, there are some stereotypes in common.

Tzi Ma and James Saito both have stereotypes as L-vocalization and the strong form

The substitution

of /�/ for /�/

her /h�/

Bauer /ba��/

particular /p�tikj�l�/ /�/

L-vocalization well /w�o/

able /e�bo/

cool /kul/ /l/

Stress of the

unstressed

syllable

component

/k�mpon�nt/

diplomat /d�pl�mæt/

convergence /k�nv�rd��ns/ The

unstressed

syllable

Strong form of

function words

to /tu/

would /w�d/

but /b�t/

and /�n/

should /��d/

Weak form

of function

words

The extra final

vowel

captured /kæpt��d�/ weird /w�rd/ Final stops
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of function words. They can be considered as more significant stereotypes of the

Chinese accent.

There are several arguments considering stereotypes of Chinese English.

According to Hu and Lindermann (2008), unreleased final stops is the most

significant stereotype of Cantonese-accented English. It is said that Cantonese English

is subject to stigmatisation. Unreleased word final stops are often used to depict a

caricatured version of Cantonese English speakers in the media. There is also a

stereotype of Chinese English among Chinese listeners discussed in He and Li (2009).

That is Chinese English is unwelcome in China as bad English, an interlanguage

which needs to be improved. He and Li (2009) found that Chinese students are not

satisfied with their non-native accent. However, they are becoming increasingly aware

of and tolerant toward Chinese English.

4.34.34.34.3 DifferencesDifferencesDifferencesDifferences betweenbetweenbetweenbetween StereotypicalStereotypicalStereotypicalStereotypical AccentAccentAccentAccent andandandand AuthenticAuthenticAuthenticAuthentic AccentAccentAccentAccent

The transcription of my pronunciation is going to be compared to the stereotypical

accents based on the same text. I am from the China mainland. I speak Mandarin and

English, but do not know Cantonese at all. My accent of English can only be analyzed

using Deterding (2006)’s description of Mandarin English. Certain features of

Cantonese English are not in my pronunciation. There are many language features of

Mandarin English identified as stereotypes. My accent does not have all these features,

but only some of them. Meanwhile, I have some typical features of Chinese Engish

which are not found in the stereotypical accent. Table 6 for comparison is below:

Authentic Chinese accent
of mine

Stereotypical Chinese accent
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L-vocalization people /pipo/
well /w�o/

extra final vowel
plug /plug�. captured /kæpt��d�/

the realization of
reduced vowels particular /p�tikj�l�/ diplomat /d�pl�mæt/

the replacement of /�/ very sorry /v�ri s�ri/ very /v�ri/

the glide of initial /�/ impatient /j�mpe���nt/ impatient /j�mpe���n/

the substitution of /s/

for /�/
with /w�s/ none

the strong form of
function words

to /tu/
would /w�d/

The substitution of /�/

for /�/

none
her /h�/

/æ/ being replaced by

/�/.

none
back /b�/

the substitution of /l/

for /r/

none very /v�li/

the substitution of /�/

for /�/

none lawyer /l�j�/

the glottalisation of

final /t/ and /d/

none good /g��/

not /n��/

the absence of word
final consonants

none
relax /rilæ/

close /klo/

the substitution of /f/

for /v/

none have /hæf/
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Table 6

It is clearly shown that my pronunciation has seven major features of Chinese English.

Except for the substitution of /s/ for /�/, they are all stereotypes of the Chinese accent.

First of all, it is L-vocalization found in people. The correct pronunciation should be

/pipl/ whereas I pronunce it as /pipo/. The dark /l/ is vocalized into back vowel /o/.

Secondly, an extra /�/ is added to the word final plosive /g/ in plug /pl�g�/. Third is

the realization of reduced vowel in particular /p�tikj�l�/ instead of /p�tikj�l�/.

Cruttenden (2008) mentioned that /�/ has a very high frequency of occurrence in

unaccented syllables. /�/ is also realized as stressed /u/ in function word to. Next is the

fact that the short /�/ is pronunced as /i/ in many words as very /v�ri/. This feature is

quite common in my pronunciation especially in the environment of the word final /�/.

Furthermore, I add /j/ before initial /�/ in impatient /j�mpe���nt/. Accordingly, L-

vocalization and the strong form of function words seem to be more significant

stereotypes than others. They are also more significant features in my speech. Finally,

the one which is not included in the stereotype of Chinese English is the substitution

of /s/ for /�/ in with. However, it is stated by Deterding (2006) as one of the mose

salient feature of Chinese accent. Other features reflecting stereotypical Chinese

accent in American TV series are not found in my authentic accent.

5.5.5.5. ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

In conclusion, Chinese English is becoming a new variety of English. It has its unique

features of pronunciation.The stereotypes of Chinese English are standardized from

distinctive features of the Chinese accent of English. In American TV series, the
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stereotypical Chinese accent is used by American speakers who act as Chinese

characters.

The study is done to analyze features of stereotypical Chinese English and

distinguish between the stereotypical accent and the real Chinese accent. The

stereotypical accents within two American TV series 24 and Eli Stone have been

analyzed. Language features of the different accents are compared in the form of

phonetic transcription. The stereotypical Chinese accent of each actor is compared

firstly with his real accent, and later with my pronunciation of the same discourse.

However, there is a weakness in the process of data collection. The discourses in

which stereotypical Chinese English is found are re-read and recorded only by myself.

My pronunciation does not reflect features of the Hong Kong accent. At the time the

data was collected, the pronunciation of English from other Chinese speakers

especially Hong Kong speakers could not be recorded. Since my pronunciation was

recorded during the study, I might be conscious of the correct pronunciation of

English. My own data may not be absolutely natural and casual. Further research on

Chinese English pronunciation needs to be done.

Despite the weakness, many stereotypes of Chinese English are uncovered

within the study. The stereotypes are the L-vocalization, the extra final vowel, the

realization of reduced vowel both in unstressed syllables and unstressed function

words, the substitution of /i/ for /�/ and the glide for initial /�/. The realization of

reduced vowel in weak function words is Ma’s strong stereotype. They are features

that can be found in my real Chinese pronunciation. The L-vocalization and the
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realization of reduced vowels in unstressed function words might be more significant

stereotypes than others, since they are found in all transcriptions of Chinese accents.

There are more stereotypes that are not found in real speech. They are the

substitutions of /�/ for /�/, /�/ for /æ/, /l/ for /r/, /�/ for /�/, /f/ for /v/; the glottalisation

of final /t/ and /d/; and the absence of word final consonants, especially the unreleased

plosives. The substitution of /�/ for /�/ is Ma’s strong stereotype, while the absence of

word final consonants is Saito’s strong stereotype. One important feature of the real

Chinese accent, which is the substitution of /s/ for /�/, is excluded from stereotypes.

The analysis has shown that the stereotypical Chinese accent in American series is

different from the real accent. It is the extreme expression of features from Chinese

English. Therefore, certain stereotypes are not representative of real life Chinese

accent.
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AppendicesAppendicesAppendicesAppendices

InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview withwithwithwith TziTziTziTzi MaMaMaMa
Tzi Ma, and I play Ed, the father.

/ta� ma, �n a� ple� �d, �� f���r./

It was so weird, I mean, it’s been a while right? I think it was like chicken and the egg
thing I can’t really remember.

/�t w�z so w�rd, a� min, �ts bin� wa�l ra�t? a� ���k �t w�z la� t��k�n �n �i �� ��� a� kæn

rili r�m�mb�r./

I think there was only two ways to get to Red Doors. One was I think Freda called me
and said you gotta read the script.

/a� ���k ��r w�z onl� tu we�z t� g�t� r�d d�rs. w�n w�z a� ���k frid� k�ld mi �n s�d�u

g�t� rid �� skr�pt./

I met Mya about 4 or 3 years ago. she said you should really read this script.

/a� m� m�j� �ba�t f�r �r �ri j�rs �go. �i s�d�u ��d ril� rid ��s skr�pt./

Someone just mentioned this to me like really recent, like yesterday, you know?

/s�mw�n d��s m�n��n ��s t� mi la� ril� risnt, la� j�st�d�, ju no?/

So I said then I better read this thing man. So I read it and I said it is really cool! You
know. And then of course meeting you. That is how we get to Red Doors.

/so a� s�d ��n a� b���r rid ��s ��� mæn. so a� r�d �t �n s�d �ts ril� kul, ju no. �n ��n

�v kors mi��� ju. �æts ha� wi g�t� r�d d�rs./

That was fun. I mean that was kinda… It is funny you know… everything kinda
gravitates towards a particular end. I think that’s what happen to Red Doors.

/�æt w�s f�n. a� min �æt w�s ka�nd�…�ts f�n� ju no…�vr���� ka�d� græv�tets t�rdz �

p�tikj�l� �nd. a� ���k �æts w� hæp�n t� r�d d�rs./

To put in that much time, and knowing that the situation is gonna be difficult, to
commit to something like this.

/t� p�t �n �æt m�t� ta�m, �n no�� �� s�t��e���n �z g�n� b� d�f�k�lt, t� k�m�t� s�m���

la� ��z./

And then you really have to look out something, you know what, I love it, I wanna do
it, or don't do it. Because if you doubt, everything gets like doubly hard.
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/�n ��n ju ril� h�v t� l�k a�t s�m���, ju no w�, a� l�v �t, a� w�n� du �t, �r d�nt du �t.

b�k�z �v ju da�t, �vr���� g�ts la�k d�bl� h�rd./

Everybody’s so great, doing all different tasks they normally don't do.

/�vr�b�d�z so gre�t, du�� �l d�fr�nt tæsks �e� n�rml� d�n du./

You pull the plug and everything kinda goes to the same spot. And everybody just
kinda…it was like a convergence of… you know…you should check this out.

/ju p�l �� pl�g �n �vr���� ka�nd� goz t� �� se�m sp�t. �n �vr�b�d� d��st ka�nd�…�t

w�z la�k � k�nv�d��ns �v…ju no…ju ��d t��k ��z a�t./

I don't always work that way. I always need this kinda focus.

/a� d�n �lwe�z w�rk �æt we�. a� �lwe�z nid ��z ka�nd� fok�s./

I really wanna do this. It is not gonna happen. Red Doors is a funny pleasure. I’m
telling you. A lot of time you always differenciate what is difficult and what is the
easier.

/a� ril� w�n� du ��z. �ts n�t g�n� hæp�n. r�d d�rs �z � f�n� pl���. a�m t�l�� ju. � l�t �v

ta�m ju �lwe�z d�f�r�n��e�t w�t �z d�f�k�lt �n w�t �z �i iz��./

What you will enjoy and what you don't enjoy.

/w�t�u w�l �nd��� �n w�t�u d�n �nd���./

I felt that of course the project needs to be good.

/a� f�l� �æt �v k�rs �� pr�d��kt nidz t� bi g�d/

24242424
Her well-being is entirely up to you, Mr. Bauer.

/h� w�o-bi�� �z �nta��l� �p tu ju, m�st� ba��./

We felt she would be an asset we might be able to exploit one day.

/wi f�l �i w�d bi �n æs�t wi ma�t bi e�bo tu �kspl��t w�n de�./

But the russian suitcase nukes you captured…

/b�t �� r���n sutke�s nuks ju kæpt��d�…/

What we want is a component from the triggering mechanism.

/w�t wi w�nt �z � k�mpon�nt fr�m �� tr�g�r�� m�k�n�z�m./

I suggest we leave that to the diplomats to sort out.

/a� s�d��s wi liv �æ tu �� d�pl�mæt tu s�rt a�t./
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Very well.

/v�ri w�o/

EliEliEliEli StoneStoneStoneStone
ChineseChineseChineseChinese EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish:
People who need to find Dr. Chen. Now relax, close eyes.

/pipo hu ni tu fa�n d�kt� t��n. na� rilæ, klo a�./

It is smart, must be good lawyer.

/j�s sm�, m�s bi g�� l�j�./

You say George Michael have great meaning to you.

/ju se� d��rd� ma�ko hæf gre� min�� tu ju./

Yes. You no remember.

/j�s. ju no r�m�mb�./

You must make peace George Micheal.

/ju m�s me� pis d��rd� ma�ko./

Dr. Chen help you remember.

/d�kt� t��n h�lp ju r�m�mb�./

Dead parent, different needle.

/d�� p�r�n, d�fr�n nido./

No good hate dead people. Relax. Think good memory, father. Dr. Chen help
ungrateful son.

/no g�� he� d�� pipo. rilæ. ��� g�� m�m�ri, f���. d�kt� t��n h�lp �n�re�tf�l s�n/

You always show up no appointment. Dr. Chen not Jiffy Lube. Come back Friday.

/ju �lwe�s �o � no �p��nm�n. d�kt� t��n n�� d�ifi lub. c�m b� fra�d�./

Dr. Chen with patient now. You get manners. Come back later.

/d�kt� t��n w�� pe��n na�. ju g� m�n�s. c�m b� le�t�/

Sign outside say ‘in session’, not Eli bother Dr. Chen all time.

/sa�n a�tsa�d se� j�n s���n, n� j�la� b��� d�kt� t��n �l ta�m/

Very Sorry. This patient impatient You sleep five minutes

/v�ri s�ri. ��s pe��n j�mpe���n. ju sli fa�v m�n�./

Goji berry chai, Ginseng powder, drink very slowly. Brain freeze, bad for Qi.

/god�i b�ri t�a�, d��ns�� pa�d�, dr�� v�li sloli. bre�n friz, b�� f�r t�i./
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GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral American:American:American:American:
Well that totally blows, bro.

/w�l �æ totl� blos, bro./

Long story.

/l�� st�r�./

Want beer?

/w�np b�r?/

I grew up on a commune. From there, UC Berkeley, philosophy major.

/a� gru �p �n � k�mjun. fr�m ��r, UC b�kl�, f�l�s�f� me�d��r./

There is no future in existentialist ethics, so I got into acupuncture.

/��r�z no fjut��r �n ��z�st�n��l�st ���ks, so a� g�t �nt� ækj�p��kt��r./

Unfortunately, no body wants an acupuncturist named Frank Lebakowski.

/�nf�rt��n�tl�, no b�d� w�ntz �n ækj�p��kt��r�st ne�m fræ�k l�b�ka�sk�./

They want incense, mystique, a foreign accent. They want the Dr. Chen.

/�e� w�nt �ns�ns, m�stik, � f�r�n æks�nt. �e� w�n� �� d�kt� t��n./

8 years of courses work in holistic medicine, two years in Beijing. Give me some
props.

/e� j�rs �v k�rs�s w�k �n hol�st�k m�d�sn, tu j�rs �n be�d��n. g�v mi s�m pr�ps/

Now, tell me about the latest vision.

/na� t�l mi �ba�t �� le�t�st v���n./

Everything has two explanations, scientific and divine. It’s up to us to choose which
one we buy into.

/�vr���� h�z tu �kspl�ne���ns, sa��nt�f�k �n d�va�n. �ts �p t� �s t� t�uz w�t� w�n wi ba�

�nt�./

Now science explains the enlarged vessel in your head.

/na� sa��ns �ksple�ns �i �nl�rd�d v�sl �n j�r h�d/

But does it explain how the girl you lost your virginity to happened to be suing your
law firm? How her son happen to spell out a message to you with his blocks?

/b�t d�z �t �ksple�n ha� �� g�l ju l�sr j�r v�rd��n�t� t� hæp�n t� bi su�� j�r l� f�m? ha�

h� s�n hæp�n t� sp�l a�t � m�s� d� t� ju w�� h�z bl�ks./
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Why not a lawyer.. a high profile attorney handling cases that got a lot of notoriety,
that the world would read about.

/wa� n�t � l�j�r…� ha� profa�l �t�n� hændl�� ke�s�s �æt g�t � l�t �v not�ra��t�, �æt ��

w�ld w�d rid �ba�t./

I don't know. I never had a patient who could be a prophet before.

/a� d�n no. a� n�v�r hæd� pe���nt hu k�d bi � pr�f�t b�f�r./

Maybe for once, your visions mean to bring you some joy.

/me�bi f�r w�ns, j�r v���ns min t� br�� ju s�m d���./

Maybe is more like remind you that you are not alone.

/me�bi �z m�r la�k r�ma�nd�u �æt�u �r n�t �lon/

With every step, You’re gonna change the world.

/w�� �vr� st�p, ju �r ��n� t�e�nd� �� w�rld./

Doesn't matter. That’s what I believe.

/d�sn mæ��r. �ætz w�t a� b�liv/

TranscriptionTranscriptionTranscriptionTranscription ofofofof mine.mine.mine.mine.
ForForForFor JamesJamesJamesJames SaitoSaitoSaitoSaito’’’’ssss speech.speech.speech.speech.
People who need to find Dr. Chen. Now relax, close eyes.

/pipo hu nit� fa�nd d�kt� t��n. na� rilæks, kloz a�z./

It is smart, must be good lawyer.

/�ts sm�rt, m�s bi g�d� l�j�r./

You say George Michael have great meaning to you.

/ju se� d��rd� ma�ko hæv gre�t min�� t� ju./

Yes. You no remember.

/j�s. ju no r�m�mb�./

You must make peace George Micheal.

/ju m�s me�k pis d��rd� ma�ko./

Dr. Chen help you remember.

/d�kt� t��n h�op ju r�m�mb�./

Dead parent, different needle.

/d�d p�r�nt, d�fr�nt nido./
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No good hate dead people. Relax. Think good memory, father. Dr. Chen help
ungrateful son.

/no g�d he�t d�d pipo. rilæks. ���k g�d m�m�ri, f���. d�kt� t��n h�lp �n�re�tf�o s�n/

You always show up no appointment. Dr. Chen not Jiffy Lube. Come back Friday.

/ju owe�s �o �p no �p��ntm�nt. d�kt� t��n n�t d�ifi lub. c�m bæk fra�d�./

Dr. Chen with patient now. You get manners. Come back later.

/d�kt� t��n w�s pe��nt na�. ju g�t mæn�s. c�m bæk le�t�/

Sign outside say ‘in session’, not Eli bother Dr. Chen all time.

/sa�n a�tsa�d se� j�n s���n, n�t j�la� b��� d�kt� t��n o ta�m/

Very Sorry. This patient impatient You sleep five minutes

/v�ri s�ri. ��s pe��nt j�mpe���nt. ju slip fa�v m�n�tz./

Goji berry chai, Ginseng powder, drink very slowly. Brain freeze, bad for Qi.

/god�i b�ri t�a�, d��ns�� pa�d�, dr��k v�ri sloli. bre�n friz, b�d f�r t�i./

ForForForFor TziTziTziTzi MaMaMaMa’’’’ssss speech.speech.speech.speech.
It was so weird, I mean, it’s been a while right? I think it was like chicken and the egg
thing I can’t really remember.

/�t w�z so w�rd, a� min, �ts bin� wa�o ra�t? a� ���k �t w�z la� t��k�n �n �i �� ��� a�

kæn rili r�m�mb�./

I think there was only two ways to get to Red Doors. One was I think Freda called me
and said you gotta read the script.

/a� ���k ��r w�z onli tu we�z t� g�t� r�d d�rs. w�n w�z a� ���k frid� kod mi �n s�d�u

g�t� rid �� skr�pt./

I met Mya about 4 or 3 years ago. she said you should really read this script.

/a� m� m�j� �ba�t f�r �r �ri j�rs �go. �i s�d�u ��d rili rid ��s skr�pt./

Someone just mentioned this to me like really recent, like yesterday, you know?

/s�mw�n d��s m�n��n ��s t� mi la�k ril� risnt, la� j�st�d�, ju no?/

So I said then I better read this thing man. So I read it and I said it is really cool! You
know. And then of course meeting you. That is how we get to Red Doors.

/so a� s�d ��n a� b�t� rid ��s ��� mæn. so a� r�d �t �n s�d �ts rili ku, ju no. �n ��n �v

kors mi��� ju. �æts ha� wi g�t� r�d d�rs./
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That was fun. I mean that was kinda… It is funny you know… everything kinda
gravitates towards a particular end. I think that’s what happen to Red Doors.

/�æt w�s f�n. a� min �æt w�s ka�nd�…�ts f�n� ju no…�vr���� ka�d� græv�te�ts t�rdz

� p�tikj�l� �nd. a� ���k �æts w�t hæp�n t� r�d d�rs./

To put in that much time, and knowing that the situation is gonna be difficult, to
commit to something like this.

/tu p�t �n �æt m�t� ta�m, �n no�� �� s�t��e���n �z g�n� b� d�f�k�ot, t� k�m�t� s�m���

la� ��z./

And then you really have to look out something, you know what, I love it, I wanna do
it, or don't do it. Because if you doubt, everything gets like doubly hard.

/�n ��n ju ril� h�v t� l�k a�t s�m���, ju no w�, a� l�v �t, a� w�n� du �t, �r d�nt du �t.

b�k�z �v ju da�t, �vr���� g�ts la�k d�bl� h�rd./

Everybody’s so great, doing all different tasks they normally don't do.

/�vr�b�d�z so gre�t, du�� �l d�fr�nt tæsks �e� n�rml� d�n du./

You pull the plug and everything kinda goes to the same spot. And everybody just
kinda…it was like a convergence of… you know…you should check this out.

/ju p�l �� pl�g� �n �vr���� ka�nd� goz t� �� se�m sp�t. �n �vr�b�d� d��st ka�nd�…�t

w�z la�k � k�nv�d��ns �v…ju no…ju ��d t��k ��z a�t./

I don't always work that way. I always need this kinda focus.

/a� d�n �lwe�z w�rk �æt we�. a� �lwe�z nid ��z ka�nd� fok�s./

I really wanna do this. It is not gonna happen. Red Doors is a funny pleasure. I’m
telling you. A lot of time you always differenciate what is difficult and what is the
easier.

/a� ril� w�n� du ��z. �ts n�t g�n� hæp�n. r�d d�rs �z � f�n� pl���. a�m t�l�� ju. � l�t �v

ta�m ju �lwe�z d�f�r�n��e�t w�t �z d�f�k�ot �n w�t �z �i iz��./

What you will enjoy and what you don't enjoy.

/w�t�u w�o �nd��� �n w�t�u d�n �nd���./

I felt that of course the project needs to be good.

/a� f�o �æt �v k�rs �� pr�d��kt nidz tu bi g�d/


